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Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep
deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick
searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so
don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below
show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and
others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d
[at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to
Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This
link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure
where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and
offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a
jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources.
So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a
vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Joe
in Mesa spotted this ad. The body looks to be from a DJ-3A convertible. The vehicle runs great.
Rebuilt brake system. Rebuilt starter and alternator. Rebuilt lift pump on the snow plow. Arctic
cab and heater. Runs great, everything operates as it should. Willys CJ2A for sale price reduced
to cash sale only. Jeep runs drives stops. Has new military tires, new carburetor, new brake
lines, and a few extra parts that are new. I am selling my CJ-2a. Overall it does need some TLC
but everything is there and complete. It does come with the hydraulic pump and hydraulic ram
that powered the original plow. The reason it was originally parked was the rear main seal was
leaking onto the clutch which made the clutch slip. I do have a clean clear title in hand for the
buyer. Vehicle does not run at this moment. It would have to get winched up onto a trailer. As
you can see from the pictures both the original body Vin tag and frame Vin tag are intact and
matching. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. Mostly complete but needs
full restoration. Clear title and all body and frame tags are on the Willys. Makes a great
conversation starter and women dig it! Make nice reservations project or hunting vehicle.
Engine is out of cj3 I do have the flat head 4 for it. Was going to rebuild but to many projects
and I am not getting any younger. The plan was to completely restore it. Purchased with plans
to drive as a summer toy, plans have changed and need to find this beauty a great home.
Vehicle displays 66, miles. Vehicle has been restored and includes many original components,
including the engine, transmission, bridge frame, gauges, etc. Was repainted in a satin fire red
color and is a real head turner both on and off the road. As you can see from the pictures, all
restoration components were carefully selected to be vintage OEM pieces and the work was
done to keep the vintage feel of the era. I have never heard them runâ€¦and have never tried to
start themâ€¦they do have rustâ€¦holesâ€¦. I will not sell parts off these jeepsâ€¦unless u want
to,pay asking price of jeep for the parts.. It has the aluminum Buick v6 in it. Frame is boxed.
Three speed split case with reverse. New battery, new clutch. Manual brakes manual steering.
New seats and floor was bedlined. Tub needs work but is salvageable. Still needs a windshield
inner frame and glass but those are available aftermarket. The jeep has not been abused since it
was rebuilt, just used for dragging out deer, getting groceries, and running trail cameras. Great
little jeep, message for questions. Starts and runs good. Could use a tune up. Very solid body. A
couple of rust spots but very minor. It has a nice frame that is all painted. A high quality
fiberglass body with tailgate uncommon to find the jeep has been swapped to a buick oddfire
v6. All new brake lines, upgraded to a duel circuit master. New starter, 4 barrel holly carb. This
still need to be finished but is going to be a very nice jeep with only a little more work. The buick

v6 is going to make this a great little jeep. Clean title. As you can see we went though jeep
pretty good. Made it road ready. Some extra parts go with it like wheel barrings king pins ext.
Ask if you want a list of extras,New fuel line,brake lines, braks, engine is all new except the oli
fill and fan, body work done. Solid tub, new tires, this comes with a spare transmission.
Running lights. We drive it around town on warm days and have pulled sleds in winter. Getting
rid of this cause I want to mess with a truck I have. Still some things need cleaned up but
should make a good project. Please dont waste my time if your not a buyer dont msg me. Also
has an extra hood and a frame. The both frames are in decent shape. It is a great buy at this
price and will be firm. Engine will run but it needs a starter and generator rebuild beforehand.
Frame has some rot on the inside. Tub has rust holes and body mounts are mostly gone.
Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some
of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to contact me and don't have my email?
Was listed in Morgantown. Has the wrong grille for a It includes a Western Snowplow. Looks
solid. Has a few mods. Runs good. Has a rear PTO according to the seller. It also has peeling
paint. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys.
I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects,
jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find things on eBay. People list
in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for
example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways.
Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle
is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic
and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features
have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all featured stories starting from the latest.
Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used
parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be
romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming
without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you
have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me
for help, comments or concerns. Has been in various car shows. Had plans for it but dont have
the time. Depending on where you are you might not need one. Lots of thumbs up! Custom
professionally built frame. Ready for Cruise night! This truck turns lots of heads! Built bored 40
over, Voodoo cam, Lokar shifter, air bags in rear, od green- tan interior with custom pin striping.
Their is a ton of metal fab, frame is custom. Please let me know what you think I am open to
trades. If trade I want something equal in value or possibly cash on top. This Willys Wagon
Maverick was restored a few years back by a coffee shop in southern California. Unfortunately,
that coffee shop went tits up so they sold the Willys to the guy I purchased it from. This car is a
nice driver not a show car. It has a chevy motor with an automatic transmission. This thing gets
lots of attention. It will come with the original vintage roof rack and some other odds and ends.
Car is registered in TX but has a CA title in my name. Willys starts and runs and is not finished.
Original Pink Slip slip for Willys. Chopped 8 inches, has shaved doors, has frenched tail lights,
grill has been flipped, front fenders filled to change look, rear wheel wells have had front fender
trims welded to body. The body has been professionally welded to the frame. Bodywork
professionally repaired. The Willys sits on a Buick Regal frame. The motor is a IROC motor with
a mild cam with many custom parts added. The transmission is from the same car and is a R. It
is 2WD only. The body may be atop a non jeep 2WD chassis. Maybe transmission maybe
something else. Wish I had the time to work on but not looking like anytime soon. Obviously
needs pretty much full restoration but definitely a good start. Clean title in hand. All 6an braided
trans and fuel lines Has the typical jeep rust issues that where fixed sometime during its life, not
perfect but a fun little rat rod that turns heads. US Army Military Police theme. Runs and drive
great! Many Custom touches. Show winning Rat Rod!! No checks, no trades. Has anyone been
following the sales of this type of hot rod jeep? Are buyers paying big bucks for them? Thanks
to Mike for sharing this detailed, interesting jeep rod. The grille redesign seems particularly
creative. View all the information ebay. Absolutely one of a kind! New build, just finished!
Professionally built, 36 years of experience Custom grill Metal skeletal hands on steering
fenders Chevy small block service block, rebuilt, no miles turbo trans with a shift kit
horsepower Ford 8. Runs and drives great new windshield and back glass. Would trust it
anywhere. Really cool project. Original motor. Custom made gauge set. Starts, moves, and
stops. Eye catching body waiting for your choice of color. Hot rod Jeep. Vehicle Information.
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No title. Mark spotted this custom build. Not much Maverick left in this updated and modified
wagon. Another unusual JeepRod build. Seller includes phone number within the ad. Lots of

mods. Lots of mods to this custom truck. Someone went all-out with this Halloween-esque
build. Unusual build. No description provided. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved.
Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep
deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick
searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so
don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below
show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and
others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d
[at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to
Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This
link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure
where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and
offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a
jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources.
So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a
vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns.
Blaine shared this rare dually Gladiator. All matching numbers engine and trans. Clear VA title
from If you are a Jeep enthusiast, you have got to appreciate the Jeep Gladiatorsâ€¦. Tough and
Mean. This rare Gladiator is equipped with the original Vigilante 4bbl, 4spd and 4WD. A true
work horse. The truck was purchased by a Virginia Beach Fish Market in and special ordered as
a Dually and with the airplane tire option during that era. The original tires are still on the truck
with minimum wear. Do your research and you will find that this particular Gladiator is highly
collectible and most are in private collections. I have had this truck for a long time and need to
get rolling on other projects. Took me years to find a decent Gladiator worth restoring. The last
pic of the complete jeep is not my jeep, just an example. Thank you for looking at my auction! It
has a nice frame that is all painted. A high quality fiberglass body with tailgate uncommon to
find the jeep has been swapped to a buick oddfire v6. All new brake lines, upgraded to a duel
circuit master. New starter, 4 barrel holly carb. This still need to be finished but is going to be a
very nice jeep with only a little more work. The buick v6 is going to make this a great little jeep.
Not running. Selling for my dad. This Go-For-Digger trencher brochure is undated and has no
form number. This brochure was accompanied by a letter:. The back appears to be a home
brew. This has an unusual data tag. Only ever assembled. Jeep contains CAR No. This
particular one has been sitting in a barn for over 30 years. Unfortunately, missing windshield,
hood, front right fender, registration plate, but vehicle still good for restoration or for parts.
Frame, running gear and motor gone through. No rust on frame. Fiberglass body. Runs good. I
have the body tag for the dj3a. Very nice body, barely any rust except the floors which the PO
had diamond plated. Price is obo, may be interested in trades. Clean title. As you can see we
went though jeep pretty good. Made it road ready. Some extra parts go with it like wheel
barrings king pins ext. Ask if you want a list of extras,New fuel line,brake lines, braks, engine is
all new except the oli fill and fan, body work done. Solid tub, new tires, this comes with a spare
transmission. Running lights. We drive it around town on warm days and have pulled sleds in
winter. Getting rid of this cause I want to mess with a truck I have. Still some things need
cleaned up but should make a good project. Please dont waste my time if your not a buyer dont
msg me. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid
Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to contact me and don't
have my email? Project or parts. Neither runs. This first image shows the front page: This is
how the brochure looks when fully opened: The is the back page:. Unclear if it runs or not.
Looks solid. No description provided. No obvious rust. Jeep is not for sale. Has a rear PTO
according to the seller. It also has peeling paint. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved.
Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep
deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick
searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so
don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below
show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and
others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d
[at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to
Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This
link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure
where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and
offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a
jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources.
So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a

vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. All
rims are in good shape with no cracks. The spare is banged up. See Pictures. Made by
American Racing. Will fit 2a 3a 3b and cj5. Sandblasted clean, no cracks one with small wrinkle
on rim lip. One with hub cap clips. Rims have been sandblasted and in Good Condition. Primer
paint is on and ready for the final color. Glenn spotted this ad and notes that the seller has a
variety of Willys-related items in his warehouse. View all the information on eBay. Feel free to
email me at d deilers. Stolen from Snohomish County, WA sometime in the last 2 months.
Wheels are unique- widened Kelsey Hayes wheels as pictured. Torched the opening larger for
jeep fitment, crude welds maring the center to the rim. Should be easy enough to ID. Rusty and
dirty but should clean up. Tires are shot, still have the beadlock rings inside. All are used but
reasonably straight. Some rust but all usable. Price is per cap. Heavy weight for a hubcap. Also
a number is found stamped on each rim. These are in really nice shape with no damage and
should look like new with a good polishing. Would consider shipping at your expense, but
pickup in Newtown CT preferred. All are very straight with no major dents or dings. One is
hyundai 38 lambda engine reliability
honda stereo wiring diagram
125 hp briggs and stratton wiring diagram
a little rusty on the inside but nothing major. Can deliver to GF and maybe Kal and Helena.
Prefer Calls. May not respond if it looks like a scam. Sandblasted and primed. Set of four. Have
nicks and scratches and some minor rust. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress ,
theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email
Need to contact me and don't have my email? Maybe someone can use these? Blaine spotted
these rims. There are folks looking for these. Someone was looking for rims like these. These
look in good shape. They came off of a FC Seems like a good price. Maury shared this ad for 4
Renegade rims. Seems like a fair price. Not sure how much these run new. Seller will not ship.
Looks solid. Looks like a good price. More hubcaps. These might be a set of Renegade rims.
Original paint and pin stripes? Looks like a very good price. Looks like an unusual way to store
rims. These have the K-H stamp. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved.

